
Website Terms and conditions: Alpine Club 1000 Donation Campaign 2023

Who are we and our contact details

We are GB SNOWSPORT LIMITED. We’re a company registered in England and Wales with company number 07237547 whose 
registered address is at 101 New Cavendish Street, London, England, W1W 6XH.

You can get hold of us in any of the following ways:

a. by telephoning us on +44 20 3994 5300;

b. by emailing us at donations@gbsnowsport.com; or

c. by writing to us at 101 New Cavendish Street, London, England, W1W6XH.

In case you need it, our VAT number is GB985768834.

What do these terms do, and why are they important?

Please read these terms and conditions carefully before you donate to us via the website. They contain important information, 
including

a. what we will provide you with as recognition for your donation

b. our payment terms and delivery times

c. the situations in which this contract may be amended or cancelled by you or by us

d. what you should do if there is a fault with anything you receive as a thank you for your donation, and

e. how we will use your personal details

as well as other matters.

If, in these terms and conditions, we say that either of us may contact the other in ‘writing’, then this means it can be by letter or by 
email.

Recognition means acknowledging the donor, or name provided by the donor, as a thank you for their donation.  

Your personal information

The name you provide for recognition and contact details will be provided to the GB Snowsport World Cup Alpine athletes. 

The name you provide for recognition will be provided to Créations Fusalp SA and any other company required for adding them to the 
GB Snowsport World Cup Alpine race suits. 

For further information about how we collect and use your personal information, please see our website privacy notice, which is 
available at www.gbsnowsport.com.

Donation Process and the Contract between you and us

When you place a donation with us, the legal contract between you and us will come into existence once payment has been received 
and accepted. If we tell you that we cannot provide the recognition to you for whatever reason, then we will not refund your donation. 

All donations will go to support the GB Snowsport Alpine team.

GB Snowsport will use reasonable endeavours to procure the following recognition for your donation

a. name on our website and/or

b. name on the World Cup Alpine race suits for season 2023 - 2024

If it is impracticable to achieve either of the above, GB Snowsport will endeavour to provide an alternative means of recognition. 

About recognition for your donation

Any descriptions or images of goods or messages, which are set out on our website, are for illustration only. While we endeavour to be 
as accurate and consistent as possible, the goods or messages may be slightly different to those descriptions or images.

During the payment process you will be asked for your name or name(s) for recognition, here you will need to insert the name you 
wish to be shown on the website and the race suits. This does not need to match the payees name and is solely for recognition 
purposes. 
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Separate terms and conditions apply to the use of our website. You can find those terms and conditions at www.gbsnowsport.com.2.2. 
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GB Snowsport will collect the name of the individual or business you wish to be shown in any recognition at the point of payment. 
Further details on this below.
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By completing your donation you agree to the name entered during the process being displayed on the GB Snowsport website and on 
the GB Snowsport World Cup Alpine race suits. 

There may be a character limit for the race suits to ensure visibility depending on the number of doners.

Font size may vary based on the number of characters used. 

Names can be,

a. a personal name; or

b. a name identifying a group of people contributing to the donation; or

c. a business name

Inappropriate name submissions will not be recognised. GB Snowsport will decide at its sole discretion if a name is inappropriate. This 
includes but is not limited to vulgar names or names which could be linked to political or religious agendas. 

We may reach out to you via email or a form to confirm recognition names via the contact details provided should there be any 
changes, limit to number of characters or questions.

Should you wish to donate more than once your name can either be replicated multiple times or you can submit multiple names.

Changes to recognition for your donation

If you would like to make a change to the name used for the recognition, please contact us as promptly as you can. We will always be 
willing to discuss with you whether the change you would like to make is possible, times for delivery, any suspension period whilst any 
changes are made, or any other consequences or changes arising from your request. If your requested change is possible, we’ll ask 
you to confirm that you would like to continue with the change, to ensure that we’re both clear on how we need to fulfil your request.

In some circumstances, we may need to make minor changes to the donation campaign. As these are minor changes and will not 
affect you we will not usually contact you about these. 

It is possible that, exceptionally, we may need to make a more major change to the thank you. If these exceptional circumstances arise 
then we will contact you before we make the change to let you know. 

Payment details

Some costs for delivery of the recognition and other costs associated with the recognition may be deducted from your donation.

Any recognition for your donation will only be available after receipt and acceptance of your donation.

You must submit your donation before the deadline in order to be eligible for recognition on the race suits. If your donation is received 
after the deadline you may only be recognised on our website. 

We accept payment by via the payment link(s) included in the campaign material or you can contact us via the contact details provided 
above and we can provide an invoice or bank details.

We will contact you if we are delayed in delivering the recognition to you because of circumstances that are not within our control. 

Your obligations

We will inform you in the description of the donations campaign on our website of information that we need from you in order to 
provide you with recognition. This information is provided in section 5 and should be provided during the donation process or we will 
contact you after receiving your donation.

If you don’t provide us with this required information in a reasonable time, or if information that you give us is not accurate, we may still 
provide recognition with the details we have or not provide recognition.

All official campaign material will be made by GB Snowsport, the GB Snowsport Alpine World Cup Athletes or our campaign partners. 
We actively encourage you to support the campaign by sharing the official campaign material with your networks. Should you wish to 
make your own personal announcements please confirm any messaging in writing with us beforehand. 

If there is a fault with the recognition

We hope that you are satisfied with the recognition we have supplied to you, but if there is a fault with them, then please contact us 
using the details set out in section 1.

Our liability if you suffer loss or damage

We will not be liable for any loss or damage suffered.

No cooling off period shall apply
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The minimum donation amount to receive recognition is £1,000 and will be set out on our website and payment link at the time when 
you make your donation. 
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Delivery and collection of your recognition8. 
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Cooling-off period and your right to cancel your donation12. 
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No cancelation of your donation shall apply. If you made the donation in error we may, at our sole discretion, decide to return your 
donation if it has not yet been spent or you have not received your recognition.

You cannot transfer any of your rights or obligations under these terms and conditions to anyone else without first getting our consent 
in writing.

If a court decides that any part of these terms and conditions are invalid or unenforceable, the remaining sections of these terms and 
conditions will not be affected and will remain in place.

If we delay in exercising any right we have under the contract, this will not stop us from exercising that right against you at a later date.

Unless we transfer our rights and obligations to another organisation, then this contract is only between you and us. This means no 
other person or organisation is a party to this contract and they do not have any rights under the contract.

We agree that these terms and conditions are binding on you and us. 
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If there is ever any dispute between you and us, then it will be resolved using the law of England and Wales. We both agree 
respectively that any proceedings will be brought in the English courts. 
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